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PORTRAIT OF A HOPE CLIENT
LIVES YOU CHANGED IN Q2 2022 
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Every part of the journey was easy, and the process was smooth. HOPE gave me a financial grant that 
absolutely put my jaw on the floor with how gracious and generous it was. It truly gave me hope and 
confidence that my kids and I will be okay, and beyond that, people do still care and appreciate what we 
have sacrificed as disabled veterans. 

-- Air Force Veteran
E4 with three children ages 11, 4 and 2 years old; served 4 years (2000-04) Deployed to Kuwait and Iraq

 Working with Hope For The Warriors was an amazing experience from start to finish.  

22% reported income below $25K 

7% reported they had no income

61% of service members 
reported having a physical and/or 
psychological injury.

Population Served Income Reported

Injury Reported

           service members, veterans, and military families served 
through Hope For The Warriors programs in Q2. 3,898 impacted by 
services when including dependents of families HOPE has assisted. 

31% increase from the previous quarter.  
 

992
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THE NEED...
HOPE’S SOLUTIONS
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Your investment helped us address the most critical needs of our warrior community...

Housing • Employment • Education • Resiliency • Physical Health

Stressors around financial concerns directly correlate to a person’s overall mental health. 
Warriors, spouses, caregivers, and family members need mental health support even when they 
express that their immediate need is financial. 

  Here’s what families are saying about the critical needs YOU help us meet: 

 When my family and I encountered a difficult time, we had no idea where to turn for help. Hope For 
The Warriors made sure we had the support and assistance we needed to navigate this tough time with 
much more ease. Our social worker was extremely helpful and compassionate and provided us with 
resources we could have never thought of on our own.” 

 I can’t remember the last time I’ve met such caring people. They truly want to help veterans succeed. 
They made me feel normal and not alone.”

 Without HOPE’s assistance me and my family would most likely be headed for eviction.”

 HOPE stands up to its name. After my experience, HOPE has allowed me to move forward and get 
closer to my goals.”

  unique families received 
direct financial assistance. 

74% of those families 
received housing assistance 
preventing homelessness.

61
Other direct financial assistance included: 

support for utilities, transportation, youth 
sport programs, and more essentials. 

http://hopeforthewarriors.org


INVESTING IN LIFE-CHANGING 
IMPACT 
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There are many ways to partner with HOPE and give back to the military community. 
For more information on how you or your company can get involved in the life-changing work we are 
doing contact hopedevelopment@hopeforthewarriors.org.

Program Highlight | Warrior’s Compass

Warrior’s Compass has provided career transition case management to over 1,000 transitioning 
service members and veterans. The program is consistently one of Hope For The Warriors top-3 requested 
programs by our community.  

“Warrior’s Compass continues to evolve to meet the unique needs of the veteran 
and their spouses by assessing each individual’s circumstance and the person’s 
professional goals. 

Many veterans and military spouses tell us they distributed numerous resumes 
with no response from companies. HOPE provides networking tips and social 
media guidance so veterans and spouses can ‘recruit to their own personal 
support network.’ We also host webinars and workshops where we invite 
employers to speak to our warrior community.”

-- Brian Papakie, USMC (Ret), Career Transition Program Manager

Donor Story | Andrea Viglione

As the child of a Vietnam veteran, Andrea Viglione understands, first-hand, the effects 
of military service on both veterans and their families. This understanding is what drove 
her to step up and become involved with HOPE as volunteer and donor.

“What I like best about HOPE’s approach is that it isn’t a ‘one and done.’ HOPE works with the 
family unit, which is largely ignored by other organizations, and addresses the emotional toll 
taken on everyone. I don’t expect complex problems like emotional wellbeing to be solved 
overnight. Healing takes time and it involves the whole family and community. But I know 
that our support will help someone get the help they need – and that makes me feel good.”

--Andrea Viglione

The support we receive from our selfless donor community ensures that HOPE can continue to fulfill our 
mission and meet the changing needs of service members and their families. This would not be possible 
without the generosity of individuals like Andrea and her husband Dan.  
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